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Summary:
 Sunflower is more suitable for limited-water availability environments than many other
crops. This ability seems to be related to some morpho-physiological traits which partially
develop under drought stress. In the experimental farm "Lucio Toniolo" of Legnaro
(University of Padova) a pot experiment was carried out with the aim of studying the effects
of progressive water stress on Relative Transpiration (RT) and Leaf Expansion (LE) of
sunfluwer cv. Marco as function of the Fraction of Transpirable Soil water (FTSW). Because
both parameters showed great variability in controls as well in water-stressed plants, a new
method for standardization of data is presented here. The calculation of relative indexes was
made over the reference values calculated as average of the first three days of the experiment
of the stressed plants that is, when the effect of stress was not yet evident.
A reduction in LE was observed at first, later followed by that of RT, as a consequence of
progressively increasing water stress conditions. Sunflower confirmed its tolerance to drought
by maintaining a high level of RT up to 30% of Transpirable Soil Water (TSW). Furthermore,
even when transpiration seemed to be compromised because of very little available water,
sunflower was able, at least partially, to recover after re-hydration. Nevertheless, a reduction
in maximum leaf size and delay of growth were also noted.
The good transpiration activity shown by sunflower even at low FTSW seems to be the
necessary strategy to preserve full physiological functionality and thus to take prompt
advantage of new available water.



Introduction.
 Sunflower is known to tolerate water stress better than other crops. This trait is related to
many morpho-physiological characters, such as a very deep root system and some
modifications in metabolism induced by reduced soil water availability. Transpiration rate can
be used as a good indicator of water-related metabolism, as it is closely linked to many
important physiological processes of the plant. It was verified that one of the first
morphological effects due to water stress in sunflower is reduction of leaf expansion (Sadras
et al., 1993). As a consequence, reduction in photosynthetic potential is also expected, since
this parameter is clearly essential in order to estimate the level of water stress tolerated by
sunflower before any reduction in yield may be observed. Furthermore, in the case of
irrigation, it is necessary to know the extent of water stress from which the plant is still able to
recover.The effects of progressive water stress and its recovery on the transpiration rate of
single plants and leaf expansion were evaluated as functions of FTSW (Fraction of
Transpirable Soil Water – Sinclair and Ludlow, 1986). A mathematical procedure for
standardization of data is also presented here.

Methods.
Sunflower seeds of cv. Marco (AGRA) were sown in 120 pots (diameter 20 cm; volume about
5000 cm3). The pots were filled with a mixture of sand and silty-loamy soil (ratio 1:1).
Fertilization was made using the equivalent of 100 kg*ha-1 of N, P2O5 and K2O.
Plants were watered every 2-3 days in order to maintain adequate soil moisture. At the initial
flowering stage, the pots were watered to saturation and their tops sealed with a plastic sheet,
to prevent soil evaporation, only leaving one hole for the plant stem and one for irrigation.
The pots were weighed after one night when percolation was considered over and soil at field
capacity; then the pots were bottom-sealed with a plastic rubber. The weight measured the
following day was considered as reference for the rest of the experiment. In these conditions,
soil water content was about 90% of field capacity, and this value was chosen to guarantee
good water availability and a certain degree of circulation of gases within the soil. In this
system, the only way for the plant to lose water was by transpiration, easily measurable daily
by weighing the pots.
The 120 plants were randomly divided in 7 groups: group 0, 20 plants (controls) were kept for
the rest of the experiment at the reference value; in group 6 for 20 plants (stressed) the FTSW
was allowed to decrease daily to a maximum of 150 ml per pot (Sinclair and Ludlow, 1986).
The remaining 80 plants were divided into 5 groups of 16 plants each and treated like the
stressed ones, but the plants were rewatered when FTSW was about 0.4 for group 1, 0.2 for
group 2, 0.1 for group 3, 0.07 for group 4 and 0.05 for group 5.

Results and discussion
The controls were used to determine the average daily transpiration rate on which to
normalize the transpiration rate of stressed plants. The use of a single average daily
transpiration rate to normalize all transpiration values turned out not to be adequate because
their transpiration, before water stress had been imposed, was only seldom similar to the
average of the controls. As a first step therefore, we associated to each stressed plant one
control plant having a similar transpiration rate, but here too results were not adequate,
because the denominator (transpiration of a single control plant) was too unstable and the
consequent ratio was extremely variable.
A new method was thus proposed. As stress, even for the water-stressed plants, was not
evident until day 3 (the FTSW was always higher than 0.8), the average transpiration rate of
each plant during the first three days of the experiment was taken as the reference value. For
controls, the reference values plotted against those of transpiration for a given day, gave a



coefficient of determination (r2) always higher than 0.96 (P<=0.01). This result allowed us to
calculate the potential transpiration rate of a stressed plant by resolving the regression for its
reference value. The ratio between actual and potential transpiration rates was defined as the
RT (relative transpiration) of water-stressed plants.

Plotting the values of RT over FTSW (fig. 1) it was possible to calculate the regression
(continuous line), which represents the response of the plant to decreased water availability.
Sunflower is able to maintain a high rate of transpiration to an FTSW value of 0.3; thereafter
the decrease in RT becomes crucial and when it is 0.05 the only water transpired is
physiological.

Fig. 1. Relative transpiration rate (RT) as function of Fraction of Transpirable Soil water (FTSW).

After a strong decrease in FTSW, water metabolism was observed to be severely affected
because, when the plants were re-watered, the RT did not reach the value of 1: the more
severe the stress, the lower the stabilized value became. Similar behavior was observed for all
the stressed groups and all plants. Sunflower was able to recover from water stress, even
though full functionality could not longer be achieved.

Fig. 2. Amount of Recoverable Relative Transpiration (RRT) (dotted line) and final RT (continuous line) as
function of FTSW values at the moment of re-hydration.
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Fig. 2 shows the amount of recoverable relative transpiration (dotted line) and the final RT, as
functions of FTSW values at the moment of re-hydration. A recovery in transpiration rate was
possible at any FTSW, even though the maximum (0.47) was observed at an FTSW value of
about 0.1. For lower values, permanent damage became more and more prevalent.
Concerning leaf expansion as a function of FTSW, a similar problem to that of transpiration
was encountered. The rate of expansion appeared to be related neither to initial size nor to
position on the main stem, and could not be compared at all to the leaves of controls, so that
standardization of values was also mandatory in this case. Standardization of leaf area was
carried out using the following formula.

Fig. 3. Leaf area growth over time in control plants (a) and after standardization (b).

LASi,j,k = standardized leaf area on day i for plant k and leaf j;
LAi,k,l = leaf area at beginning of experiment for plant k and leaf j;
Inc0-2,j,k = slope of regression between first 3 days and corresponding leaf area for plant k and

leaf j.

The values before and after standardization are presented in figs. 3a and 3b respectively.
Standardization allows a single description curve to be used to estimate potential leaf
expansion for water-stressed plants, based on only the first three days of the experiment, as
was done for the estimation of transpiration.
The curve interpolating the data was the following :

LAS = standardized leaf area
a, b, c = coefficients
D = days from the beginning of the experiment
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Using the following formula it was possible to estimate the potential leaf area of stressed
plant.

PLAi,j,k = potential leaf area (for stressed plants) on day i for plant k and leaf j;
a, b, c = coefficients
D = days from the beginning of the experiment
Int0-2,k,l = intercept of regression between first 3 days and corresponding leaf area for plant k

and leaf j;
Inc0-2,j,k = slope of regression between first 3 days and corresponding leaf area for plant k and

leaf j.

Fig 4 shows a potential leaf area (continuous line) compared with that of a water-stressed
plant (filled diamonds). In this case, sunflower was re-watered on day 12 (group 3), when not
only a reduction in leaf growth but also shrinking were evident. After irrigation, the leaf was
restored to its original turgor and then started to grow again. A similar response was observed
for the other groups. Leaf expansion after re-hydration fitted the same description curve
(dashed line) but was horizontally and vertically shifted; the vertical shift represents the
difference in maximum leaf area attainable by stressed leaves, the horizontal shift represents
delay in leaf growth caused by stress. Both shifts were modeled as functions of FTSW.

Fig. 4. Potential standardized leaf area in normal water conditions (continuous line), under water stress (filled
diamonds) and after re-hydration (dashed-line).

Conclusions: Transpiration in conditions of progressively increasing water stress was almost
similar to that of non-stressed plants, until the point of very low water availability was
reached (about 30% of transpirable soil water), thus confirming the great adaptability of
sunflower to water stress.
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Reduced leaf growth was observed before reduction in transpiration. This demonstrates that
sunflower is able to tolerate water stress by limiting leaf growth without decreasing
transpiration and thus maintaining physiological functionality. In open fields, this activity
ensures prompt utilization of rainwater after periods of drought.
In general, water stress had two different effects on leaves: a reduction in the maximum size
attainable and a delay in growth. These two effects worked in parallel as the FTSW decreased.
Single plants showed very great variability in terms of transpiration and leaf area expansion,
in both control and water-stressed conditions. This meant that relative indices could not
calculated in the usual manner. This inconvenience was overcome by using a series of
standardized data for both transpiration and leaf expansion. The resulting equations express
the response of sunflower to both parameters, and they may easily be introduced into
sunflower models.
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